ORDER FORM WHIRL
Customer:

customer No:

Order data:

Contact person:

Date:

MODEL
Name of model

order No.

Colour code

Colour

easy-clean finish

yes

(with surcharge)

no

other colour

HANDLES

(with surcharge)

WHIRLSYSTEM
Please tick one box (only)

chrome

VIVO
AQUA ECO

VIVO
AQUA

VIVO
VITA

VIVO
VARIO ECO

VIVO
VIVO
VARIO PLUS* TURBO

VIVO
TURBO PLUS

Specification control elements right*
Specification control elements left*
*Please see attached form for further details. In system VIVO VARIO PLUS touch display position in Duo and corner bathtubs is predefined.

REQUIRED POWER SUPPLY FOR WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS:

50 Hz

COLOUR OF VISIBLE PARTS OF THE WHIRL SYSTEM:

60 Hz

other colours with surcharge

(Nozzles, outlet and overflow fitting, control panel,
underwater spotlight or light therapy if applicable)

chrome
Multiplex
Outlet fitting

OUTLET AND OVERFLOW FITTING

Multiplex-Trio (with surcharge)
Outlet fitting with built-in inlet

ACCESSORIES
(with surcharge)
Please tick!

VIVO
AQUA ECO

VIVO
AQUA

VIVO
VITA

VIVO
VARIO ECO

VIVO
VIVO
VARIO PLUS* TURBO

light therapy (LED, multi-coloured incl. white)

–––

illuminated jets (white light)

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

illuminated jets (blue light)

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

water heating

–––

–––

–––

–––

disinfection equipment

–––

–––

standard

anti-slip

–––

–––

–––

full anti-slip

–––

–––

–––

Add-on jet pack with 4 additional jets

–––

Add-on jet pack with 8 additional jets

–––

pool handle*

–––

Inspection hatch

VIVO
TURBO PLUS

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

–––

Panel/Multiverso

Drilled hole**

with ventilation plate (ventilation cross-section 109 cm2)

long section

cm

Waterfall bath inlet

without ventilation plate

side section

cm

* Please note that the bathtub model offers the possibility of positioning pool handle. Moreover, the mounting height (incl. whirl system) must not exceed 640 mm. Attention! In case of any servicing
work to be performed on controls, blowers and pumps after installation, an inspection opening has to be provided. For orders of 6-corner whirlpool baths or in case** special drillings will be required,
please provide us with an installation and/or dimensioned sketch indicating diameter of whole and rosette as well as tap body. Some models may have a projection of the system components.
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REMARKS:
Stamp, date, signature
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ORDER FORM WHIRL
Customer:

Order data:

Kaldewei whirl baths are available in two different specifications – left and right version, as demonstrated in the drawings below. Please cross
check the requested installation situation with one of the following drawings and tick the selected specifi cation on the order form.
Note: Technique arrangement as shown in the sketches cawn be changed on request in VIVO VITA and VIVO AQUA systems.
See “Technical information Whirl systems” for information about required inspection opening and installation requirements.
The whirlpool bathtubs are suitable for ambient temperatures of +5° to +45°C. In case of outdoor use, ensure that the whirl system, water inlet,
waste fitting, and surface enamel are properly protected from dirt and kept suitably covered when not in use.

RECHTSAUSFÜHRUNG
wall

Touch display
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

RECHTSAUSFÜHRUNG
wall
Head
Head

RIGHT VERSION

Touch display
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

technique control panel
(not with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

overflow

technique
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

pool handle
(on overflow side)
technique control panel
(not with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

overflow

technique
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

pool handle
(on overflow side)

LINKSAUSFÜHRUNG
LEFT VERSION

Touch display
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

wall

LINKSAUSFÜHRUNG

Touch display
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

Head

Head

wall

overflow
technique
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)
overflow
technique
(only with VIVO VARIO PLUS)

For further enquiries:
Address of plumber:

control panel
technique
(not with VIVO VARIO PLUS)
pool handle
(on overflow side)
control panel
technique
(not with VIVO VARIO PLUS)
pool handle
(on overflow side)

Address of installation:
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